NTT DATA welcomed Dell Services
into the family in 2016. Together,
we offer one of the industry’s most
comprehensive services portfolios
designed to modernize business and
technology to deliver the outcomes
that matter most to our clients.

Inexpensive, Secure and Highly Reliable Storage
That is Broadly Accessible Via the Internet
Cloud Storage as a Service by NTT DATA and ScaleMatrix

Cloud Storage as a Service
NTT DATA Services takes the uncertainty out of the cloud with a customer-centric
approach to help your organization take full advantage of the cloud. We combine
intellectual properties with a wide range of partner technologies to deliver unique, optimal
performance based on your application needs and the business outcomes you demand.

NTT DATA and ScaleMatrix
We have partnered with ScaleMatrix to bring you a cloud based Storage as a Service
(STaaS) solution. Cloud storage is reliable and secure, while offering availability anywhere
via the Internet. Cloud based storage is often far more cost effective than local hardware
or SAN based solutions.

Key benefits:
• Cost effectiveness – pay only
for what you need
• Flexibility – easily increase or
decrease usage
• Security – highly secure and
encrypted environments
protect your data
• Availability – accessible
anywhere via the Internet
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STaaS gives you nearly
unlimited space and
offsite data protection in
one easy package.
ScaleMatrix Cloud
Storage’s ability to
present as both an
iSCSI or a NAS (CIFS /
NFS) device means that
it works with almost any
host platform (including
Windows, Linux,
VMware, etc.)

Cloud storage’s local
cache makes your
most important data
immediately
accessible. With a
sophisticated cache
policy manager, you
can also dictate exactly
how much data is
cached for
each volume.

With ScaleMatrix
STaaS,
you have access to
nearly unlimited storage
at a price you can
afford. Pay only for what
you need and store in
the Cloud.

ScaleMatrix STaaS was
built from the ground
up with the security
you need to confidently
store data in the cloud
using sophisticated
256-bit AES encryption.

ScaleMatrix STaaS uses
snapshots to preserve
a view of your data at
a specific moment,
similar to volume-level
SAN snapshots. Since
ScaleMatrix STaaS
snapshots take place in
the cloud, no additional
bandwidth is required.

Visit nttdataservices.com to learn more.
NTT DATA partners with clients to navigate the modern complexities of business and technology, delivering the insights,
solutions and outcomes that matter most. We’re a top 10 global IT services and consulting provider that wraps deep
industry expertise around a comprehensive portfolio of infrastructure, applications and business process services.
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